Phase 1 form features for Sales demos.
The form has the following pages:
1. Inspector, client and General site information are the first 3 pages and just collect the basic
information. (Can choose from pre‐populated inspectors, client )
2. Structure observation page consists of (has a grid functionality to store more than one structure)
a. This basically is asking question about the structure:
i. Description
ii. Sq. Footage
iii. Number of stories
iv. Approx. age
3. External observation page talks
a. Weather, Wind and temp
b. Topography
c. Utilities (They have scripting of when the option PRESENT is selected‐ Photos and
description pops up as a required field otherwise they don’t show up.)
4. Hazardous substances has a grid feature which stores data on questions like
a. Hazardous material uses in past/present
b. Storage, usage, type of container, quantity
5. Next page, we ask about any Air Emissions
6. Next age is about Waste/water sections, (They have scripting of when the option PRESENT is
selected‐ Fields under each pops up as a required field otherwise they don’t show up.) it
primarily entails points about
a. Septic water Y/N
b. Grease trap
c. Oil/Water separator
d. Sewage lift station
7. Solid/Hazardous waste page has a grid feature to store the following in it: It also asks about
having a RCRIS permit
a. Type
b. Disposal method
c. Storage location quantity
d. Spill or leaks
8. Underground/aboveground storage tanks, this page has a grid feature to entail the following:
a. AST/UST
b. Location
c. Wall type
d. Construction material
e. Years installed
f. Tank size/capacity
g. Contents
h. Use of contents
9. UST system requirements page talks about the following (All of them are checkboxes)
a. Leak detection

b. Corrosion protection
c. UST registration details and additional information
10. Current use of adjacent properties page entails
a. NWES directions, take photos of all directions.
b. General comments, like residential, commercial, industrial, areas of concern.
11. List of potential recognized environmental concerns (PRECs) (Grid feature store more than one
PREC)
12. Lastly comes the signature page
a. On site interviews
i. Name
ii. Relation to site
iii. Contact info, years at site
iv. Aware of any past environmental testing or concerns
b. Inspector signature

